Abstract-Low-and high-energy proton experimental data and error rate predictions are presented for many bulk Si and SOI circuits from the 20-90 nm technology nodes to quantify how much low-energy protons (LEPs) can contribute to the total on-orbit single-event upset (SEU) rate. Every effort was made to predict LEP error rates that are conservatively high; even secondary protons generated in the spacecraft shielding have been included in the analysis. Across all the environments and circuits investigated, and when operating within 10% of the nominal operating voltage, LEPs were found to increase the total SEU rate to up to 4.3 times as high as it would have been in the absence of LEPs. Therefore, the best approach to account for LEP effects may be to calculate the total error rate from high-energy protons and heavy ions, and then multiply it by a safety margin of 5. If that error rate can be tolerated then our findings suggest that it is justified to waive LEP tests in certain situations. Trends were observed in the LEP angular responses of the circuits tested. Grazing angles were the worst case for the SOI circuits, whereas the worst-case angle was at or near normal incidence for the bulk circuits.
The Contribution of Low-Energy Protons to the Total On-Orbit SEU Rate I. INTRODUCTION S EVERAL years ago, it was shown that circuits have scaled to the point that now even low-energy protons (LEPs) can cause single-event upsets (SEUs) through direct ionization [1] , [2] . The large SEU cross sections observed from LEPs raised concerns that this new mechanism might significantly increase on-orbit error rates.
These concerns led to several studies that investigated how much LEPs might contribute to the total error rate [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Table I summarizes the maximum reported LEP contributions from these studies. These contributions are defined in Table I as the predicted error rate for LEPs divided by the total error rate from all particles. For some studies, all particles included only LEPs and high-energy protons (HEPs), but for others it also included heavy ions (HIs). Table I shows that LEPs were predicted to cause, at most, 0.3% to 91% of all expected on-orbit errors across these studies.
It is not surprising that such different conclusions were reached, since each study used different methods to predict the LEP error rate and focused on different circuits and different space environments. (Only predictions for environments with at least 100 mils Al shielding are included in Table I .) However, these different conclusions, along with the small number of circuits investigated in each of these studies, have made it difficult to evaluate the general importance of LEP effects.
In this paper, we investigate the general importance of LEPinduced SEUs in terms of their contribution to the total error rate. This paper is unique in several ways.
1) Many SRAMs and flip-flops (FFs) are investigated from the 20-90 nm technology nodes, including bulk Si and SOI, to give a broader view of the importance of LEP effects. 2) SRAMs are generally the most sensitive circuits to SEUs.
Whereas previous studies predicted LEP error rates for SRAMs down to the 45 nm node (see Table I ), this study extends this research down to the 20 nm node.
0018-9499 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. 3) It is difficult to observe trends across the previous studies because each used different methods and environments, precluding direct comparisons. This study applies the same error rate prediction method for the same environments to all the circuits, allowing the results to be directly compared. The method used was developed in [4] , and is described and demonstrated to be accurate in Section III. 4) Previous attempts to investigate the angular response of bulk Si circuits to LEPs encountered significant difficulty because the proton energy distributions reaching the sensitive volumes were a strong function of the angle of incidence. The method used in this study [4] circumvents this problem and shows the strong angular dependence of LEP effects in bulk circuits. 5) The LEP error rate predictions from previous studies relied on environmental models that did not account for secondary protons generated in shielding. These secondary protons are known to dominate the flux of LEPs in certain shielded space environments [10] [11] [12] . This has raised concerns that previous LEP error rate predictions may have been artificially low [4] , [12] . In this study, the contribution of secondary protons to the LEP error rates is investigated using Monte Carlo radiation transport simulations, which are described in the next section. Fig. 1 shows simulated proton spectra behind two shielding thicknesses for four space environments. The solid lines were simulated using CREME-96 [13] and its default transport model, TRANS UPROP. This analytical transport model is used by CREME because of its rapid computation time, but is known to be less accurate than Monte Carlo radiation transport codes such as Geant4 [10] .
II. CONTRIBUTION OF SECONDARY PROTONS TO LEP ERROR RATES
Higher fidelity simulations of these eight environments were performed using the Monte Carlo Radiative Energy Deposition (MRED) code [14] , [15] , which uses Geant4 and other physics models. The external space environments were defined using CREME-96, and were then transported through either 100 or 500 mils of spherical aluminum shielding using MRED. The MRED results agreed with those of UPROP for the GEO worst day (solar flare), 1400 km 52 inclination, and International Space Station (ISS) orbits, and have been omitted for clarity. However, Fig. 1 shows that MRED predicts a much higher flux of low-energy protons than UPROP for the GEO solar min environments; about higher for 100 mils shielding, and about Fig. 1 . Proton spectra simulated with (solid lines) CREME-96 UPROP and (circles) MRED for two shielding thicknesses in four space environments. UPROP agrees with MRED for the GEO worst day, 1400 km, and ISS orbits (MRED results omitted for clarity), but disagrees with MRED results for GEO solar min at low proton energies.
higher for 500 mils shielding. These flux enhancement factors were calculated at 3 MeV. At much lower energies, large variability is seen in the MRED results due to poor statistics, but a large flux enhancement is still clearly visible. This enhanced flux of LEPs is caused by nuclear reactions in the shielding, which are not accurately simulated by UPROP since it does not account for fragmentation of the target nuclei [4] , [16] . As seen in the GEO solar min results of Fig. 1 , the LEP flux slightly increases as shielding thickness increases, since nuclear reactions are more likely to occur in thick shielding.
Nuclear reactions significantly enhance the LEP flux for GEO solar min because this environment is dominated by very energetic galactic cosmic rays (GCRs), which generate secondary protons more readily than lower energy particles. Although GCRs are also present in the other environments of Fig. 1 , the contribution of their secondary protons is negligible because of the high flux of LEPs already present in these environments.
The proton spectra predicted by CREME UPROP and MRED are used to calculate LEP error rates in Section VI. It will be shown that the significant LEP enhancement at GEO solar min has a negligible impact on the total error rate, because the error rate in this environment is dominated by heavy ions rather than LEPs. This suggests that simple transport codes like CREME UPROP can be used for accurate calculations of the total error rate, despite their inaccuracies at low proton energies; a fortunate result!
III. LEP ERROR RATE PREDICTION METHOD
The error rates for LEP-induced SEUs are calculated in this paper using the method developed in [4] . This method is based on the observation that all shielded space environments have qualitatively similar proton energy distributions below 3 MeV. This can be verified by comparing the spectra of the eight environments in Fig. 1 . The physics of proton energy loss in the shielding force the spectra to this characteristic shape. This phenomenon can be easily exploited to reproduce this characteristic energy distribution in the laboratory by degrading a high-energy proton beam. Energy spectroscopy measurements and simulations performed in [4] demonstrated that this space-like LEP energy distribution could be delivered to the sensitive volumes of encapsulated circuits with a known flux.
This method was developed at TRIUMF using a 70 MeV proton beam in air. The energy is reduced using plastic degraders until the protons reach their end of range in the circuit. This introduces significant energy straggle. Straggle is a major source of error in most LEP test methods, but in this method it is used as a tool to reproduce the space LEP environment. Fig. 2 was taken from [4] to show the type of data gathered using this method. The measurements of Fig. 2 (and of all measurements presented in this paper) are plotted with error bars that represent the 95% confidence interval, based on the number of SEUs observed. If error bars are not visible for a given data point, then they are smaller than that point. An IBM 65 nm SOI SRAM was irradiated at various angles with degraded proton beams. The X-axis shows the average proton energies at the surface of the integrated circuit; the average energies can be much lower at the sensitive volume plane, especially when the encapsulating materials are thick. The data agree at high energies, where nearly isotropic nuclear reactions dominate the SEU response. Peaks are seen at low energies, which are caused by proton direct ionization.
These peaks are highest at large angles because at large angles the protons have a longer path length through the thin SOI sensitive volumes, allowing them to generate more charge therein. As the angle increases the peaks also shift to higher average proton energies because higher energy protons are required to penetrate the effectively thicker materials. However, the peak cross sections are barely affected by the thickness of the overlayer materials [4] , so the average energies at which the peaks occur is not important. These peaks occur because the flux of LEPs has been maximized at the sensitive volume plane, and under this condition, the flux of LEPs reaching the sensitive volumes is easily calculated, and their energy distribution matches that found in all shielded space environments [4] . Thus, by using these peak cross sections, this method allows accurate LEP error rate calculations to be performed on encapsulated parts, without knowledge of the circuit design, and with no computer simulations required.
This method was shown to be accurate via energy spectroscopy measurements and simulation results in [4] . More recently, LEP error rates were predicted for this same part using monoenergetic proton data that were gathered at the same angles used in Fig. 2 [17] . Across all environments, these predicted rates were only 50% higher than the error rates predicted in [4] , which indicates that this method is not only practical, but also accurate. (This is an excellent agreement for error rate calculations, for which small changes in the input parameters can often lead to much larger changes in the calculated error rates.)
The four peak cross sections measured at the four angles in Fig. 2 were used in [4] to predict error rates to isotropic LEPs. Characterizing the angular dependence of a circuit in this manner requires far more beamtime than characterizing the circuit at a single angle. To use less beamtime, many of the circuits investigated in this study were only tested at one angle, which was first determined to be the worst-case angle for LEPs for that class of device (bulk Si versus SOI).
As an example of how much this approach can overpredict LEP error rates, the Fig. 2 data were used for another rate prediction using only the peak cross section at 65 . Across multiple environments, these predicted LEP rates were 42% to 50% higher than the rates predicted in [4] based on the data at all four angles. Therefore, by predicting error rates based solely on data at the worst-case angle, this study reports LEP rates that are conservatively high, but not excessively high.
Data such as those of Fig. 2 can also be used to predict the error rate from high-energy protons. This is done in the typical manner: by fitting a Weibull curve to the high-energy data (see Fig. 2 ), and using a tool like CREME-96 to fold this Weibull curve against the environment of interest. Therefore, the data gathered with this method are used to predict the error rates from both high-and low-energy protons.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The circuits listed in Table II were irradiated with high-and low-energy protons at TRIUMF using the method described in the previous section. The proton data on four of these circuits were presented in [4] , [18] ; data on all the other circuits were gathered in this paper. For most of these circuits, heavy-ion data were already available [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . These heavy ion data are not presented in this paper, but are used in Section VI to calculate the contribution of heavy ions to the total error rate. Furthermore, these circuits were selected because the heavy-ion data show SEUs at very low LETs, indicating that the circuits might be susceptible to proton direct ionization. (The maximum LET of a proton at normal incidence is about MeV-cm mg.) The identification (ID) numbers on the left of Table II will be used to refer to both circuits and certain results on those circuits. For example, Circuit 1 is the Xilinx Kintex UltraScale, and Result 1b is the dataset gathered on this circuit at a bias of 0.7 V.
A broad variety of circuits are listed in Table II . Most are SRAMs, but some flip flops (FFs) were also tested. The circuits span the 20-90 nm technology nodes. Most were fabricated in bulk Si processes, but some are SOI. Most of the circuits are test structures, but some are commercial products. Multiple subcircuits with different memory cell designs were tested within Circuits 1 and 2, as summarized in the column labeled "Memory Size". Since the goal of this study is to do a worst-case evaluation of LEP effects, data and error rate predictions are only presented for the most susceptible subcircuit in a given circuit. In general, the core supply voltages for the proton tests (see Table II ) were chosen to be consistent with the voltages used in the heavy ion tests of [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Most of these are within 10% of the nominal voltage for their respective technologies, but some tests used undervoltages of up to 45%.
The sensitive volumes of the circuits were overlaid with materials/packages of various thicknesses. As described in the previous section and [4] , these various thicknesses strongly affect the average proton energies at which cross sections are measured (see the X-axis of Fig. 2 ), but they have very little effect on the measured LEP peak cross section, which is all that is needed for the LEP error rate calculations.
Each circuit was tested at TRIUMF using conditions as similar as possible to those used in the heavy-ion tests. All circuits were tested at room temperature. The SRAMs were tested with a checkerboard pattern in static mode, meaning they were not exercised during the irradiations. The tests were conducted by several organizations using different integrated circuit testers, which are not described. Additional details are now given for certain circuits:
Circuits 1 and 10: Unlike memory circuits, the exact memory size tested within a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) is not easily determined. The memory sizes in Table II are those reported by Xilinx, multiplied by 0.9. This factor is used since, historically, of the bits have been unimplemented [26] . Circuit 2: Twenty-six different 20 nm FF chains, containing a different cell design in each, were operated in parallel at 2 MHz during the irradiations with a static input of logic high. More details can be found in [27] .
Circuit 6: This is a BAE Systems radiation-hardened-by-design single-port 45-nm SOI SRAM.
Circuit 10: This is Xilinx's 65 nm space-grade FPGA. Many of its circuit elements were hardened by design, but not the Block RAM, which was the focus of these tests.
V. PROTON EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section discusses the angular response of the circuits at various tilt angles and roll angles. These terms are defined in Fig. 3 . Normal incidence irradiations occur when a tilt angle of 0 is used (along with any roll angle). Grazing angles occur at large tilt angles. The roll angle further affects the trajectory of the beam. The 0 roll angle was chosen arbitrarily for each of the circuits, since the orientations of the circuits' layout features were not known.
The results that follow give the total SEU cross sections, without differentiating between single-bit and multiple-bit upsets. Most of these results are plotted along with the Weibull fit that was used to calculate the error rate from high-energy protons. The parameters of these Weibull fits are given in the Appendix, along with the parameters used for the LEP and heavy ion error rate calculations. The only parameter needed for the LEP rate calculations is the peak cross section measured at the worst-case angle, which can be seen for each circuit in the results below.
The circuits of Table II are listed by technology node, in ascending order, from 20 nm to 90 nm. The proton results on the circuits are not presented in this order, but are instead grouped topically.
A. SOI Circuits and Their Angular Response
In [4] , [17] , grazing angles, or large tilt angles, were shown to be the worst case for LEP effects in IBM 65, 45, and 32 nm SOI SRAMs, and little or no dependence on the roll angle was observed. These findings were reviewed for the 65 nm SOI SRAM, Circuit 9, in Fig. 2 and the associated text. Grazing angles are the worst-case for these SOI circuits because each bit's sensitive volume has a thickness that is much smaller than its length and width. This was discussed in [4] , which showed that the 65 nm SOI SRAM's sensitive volume thickness is constrained by the 60 nm silicon film thickness, but its length is not constrained by the 65 nm gate length, but is in fact much longer.
Error rates are predicted in this paper for this 65 nm SOI SRAM, and for the IBM 45 nm SOI SRAM, Circuit 5, for which data can be found in [4] . Error rates are not predicted using the 32 nm SOI SRAM results of [4] since a socket on the board prevented tests from being performed at the worst-case grazing angles. Fig. 4 shows results for Circuit 6, the BAE Systems 45 nm SOI SRAM. The data are sparse because of the low per-bit SEU cross sections and the small size of the memory array (0.75 Mb). However, because of the findings of [4] and the thin intervening materials over this circuit it was expected that, if a LEP peak occurred, then it would occur at an average proton energy of 6 MeV. At this energy, Fig. 4 shows that the cross section at 65 is about higher than that obtained at normal incidence. This is consistent with the angular dependence of the IBM SOI SRAMs, and suggests that this SRAM is susceptible to LEPs. However, this susceptibility is minor, since this cross section does not extend above the saturation cross section, as was the case with the IBM SOI SRAMs (e.g., see Fig. 2 ). It is not surprising that only minor LEP susceptibility was observed since this SRAM was hardened by design, but this demonstrates that even hardened circuits can be affected by LEPs, as shown in [7] . Fig. 5 shows the SEU cross sections for Circuit 11, the Cypress 65 nm bulk Si SRAM. This bulk SRAM has a very dif- ferent angular response than the SOI SRAMs. The LEP peak cross section is nearly unchanged when the tilt angle is increased from 0 to 65 with a 90 roll angle. However, when making this same change in tilt angles with a 0 roll angle, the LEP peak nearly disappears. Measurements were also made at a negative 65 tilt angle and identical results were obtained (not shown). Fig. 6 shows the SEU cross sections for Circuit 7, the "Vendor B" 55 nm bulk SRAM. The angular dependence was thoroughly characterized, and is consistent with that of the bulk 65 nm Cypress SRAM (Fig. 5 ), but inconsistent with that of the SOI SRAMs. Fig. 6(a) shows that the LEP peak cross sections are nearly unchanged as the tilt angle is increased from 0 to 75 with a 0 roll angle. Fig. 6(b) shows that LEP sensitivity nearly disappears when the tilt angle is increased from 0 to 65 with a 90 roll angle. Fig. 6(c) plots the same 65 tilt data from protons varied widely. Fig. 7 only shows the results on one of the designs that was most susceptible to LEPs, which we call design A. Very similar LEP peak cross sections were observed at 0 and 55 tilt angles. No data are available for other roll angles. For routine LEP hardness assurance applications, it is not practical to thoroughly characterize the angular response of a circuit. Fortunately, this is also not necessary. As can be seen in Figs. 5-7, normal incidence is at or near the worst-case angle for LEP effects in bulk Si circuits. This is especially fortunate, since most previous studies on LEP effects have used beams at normal incidence or small tilt angles to minimize energy loss and straggle in the overlayer materials, to minimize the uncertainty in the measurements (e.g., see [5] [6] [7] , [9] , [28] ). (However, as described in Section III and [4] , proton energy loss and straggle do not introduce uncertainty in the measurements made using this method, but are instead used as a tool to enable this method.) Therefore, the tests of the next subsection were only performed on bulk Si circuits at normal incidence.
B. Bulk Si Circuits and Their Angular Response
Since the worst-case angle for LEPs in bulk Si circuits has been found to be at or near normal incidence, this suggests that each bit's sensitive volume thickness is large relative to its length or its width. This is consistent with the m thickness that is often used to represent bulk sensitive volumes, and with the highly scaled lateral features of these 20 to 65 nm circuits. For Figs. 5 and 6, either the length or width of the sensitive volume must be small relative to its thickness, since LEP sensitivity disappears when using large tilt angles at certain roll angles. The circuit layout features that cause this angular response have not been identified.
This angular response is probably not only applicable to LEP effects, but also heavy ion effects. These results suggest that, when testing highly scaled bulk circuits near the threshold LET, large tilt angles may result in lower SEU cross sections than when testing at normal incidence, especially at certain roll angles. Therefore, if tilted heavy ion beams are used to increase the particles' effective LET then the worst-case roll angle must first be found. Unless the circuit employs a dual-node hardening scheme, this worst-case roll angle will be found at 0 or 90 , and not at some intermediate roll angle such as 45 , as shown by the results of Fig. 6(c) . These findings are consistent with those of other studies that have shown the effective LET metric can break down in certain situations [29] [30] [31] . 
C. Bulk Circuits Tested only at Normal Incidence
The previous subsection showed that the worst-case angle for LEPs in bulk circuits is at or near normal incidence. Therefore, this subsection reports data taken on other bulk Si circuits at normal incidence, which allow us to make conservatively high rate predictions for LEPs in Section VI. Fig. 8 shows the SEU cross sections for Circuit 3, the "Vendor A" 28 nm bulk Si SRAM. Measurements were made at 0.9 V, the nominal operating voltage, and at 0.5 V, an undervoltage of . When the bias is reduced, the high-and low-energy proton cross sections are seen to increase. The LEP peak cross section at 0.5 V is higher than the saturation cross section, which is caused by high-energy protons. This is the largest difference seen across all of the results presented in this paper. This is not surprising since the largest undervoltage was used for this circuit, and since this 28 nm SRAM is more highly scaled than most other circuits investigated herein. Therefore, Section VI will show that the 0.5 V data on this circuit resulted in the largest predicted LEP contribution to the total error rate found in this paper. Fig. 9 shows the SEU cross sections for Circuits 4 and 8, the TSMC 40 nm and 55 nm bulk Si SRAMs, respectively [18] . The cross sections for low-and high-energy protons are seen to decrease when scaling from 55 to 40 nm. The ratio between the low-and high-energy proton cross sections is larger for the 40 nm SRAM, so the next section will show that LEPs contribute more to the total error rate for this circuit.
Multiple-cell upset (MCU) data are available for this 40 nm SRAM dataset that were not presented in [18] . Unlike multiple bit upsets, multiple cell upsets do not necessarily affect the same byte or word, but occur in cells that are physically adjacent. These data show that of single events were MCUs at average proton energies of 9 MeV and below, and that 18-25% of single events were MCUs at average proton energies of 11 MeV and above. These two regions of the data roughly correspond to the peak seen at low energies in Fig. 9 , and to the plateau seen at high energies, respectively. These different MCU signatures confirm that different physical mechanisms caused the upsets in This circuit shows no sign of susceptibility to LEPs. However, for a worst-case calculation, the cross section identified by the blue arrow is used to predict the LEP error rate. these two regions, as affirmed in Section III. They also corroborate the findings of [22] , [32] , which showed that even LEPs can cause MCUs. Fig. 10 shows the SEU cross sections for Circuit 12, the Cypress 90 nm bulk Si SRAM. No evidence is seen of enhanced cross sections due to LEPs. Although this 90 nm bulk SRAM showed no sign of sensitivity to LEPs, note that other 90 nm bulk SRAMs have shown clear signs of LEP sensitivity [6] , [7] , [28] . Fig. 11 shows the SEU cross sections measured at 0 and 65 tilt angles for Circuit 10, the Xilinx V5QV 65 nm bulk Si Block RAM. The 65 data show a high-energy plateau that is caused by nuclear interactions. Instead of rolling off to the threshold energy, this curve has a bump at low average proton energies and relatively low cross sections. This is evidence of minor susceptibility to LEPs, consistent with the LEP results for this circuit given in [24] . The data at 0 do not show this bump at low average energies, but this might be because very few data points were gathered. However, data taken at a 25% undervoltage of 0.7 V show a large LEP peak at 0 , and a minor LEP peak at 65 . This is consistent with the assertion made in Section V-B., that normal incidence is at or near the worst-case angle for LEPs in bulk Si circuits. Data were gathered simultaneously for the Block RAM on this same chip, which show no evidence of LEP sensitivity at these two angles and biases.
D. FPGAs
These UltraScale memories are the most highly scaled SRAMs tested in this work, so they were expected to be susceptible to LEPs at nominal bias conditions, but they were not. This probably occurred because of radiation hardening performed by Xilinx.
VI. ERROR RATE PREDICTIONS
Error rates were calculated for high-and low-energy protons for all the circuits listed in Table II and all the environments shown in Fig. 1 . If heavy ion data were available for a given circuit (see Table II ) then heavy ion error rates were also calculated. These calculations are now described from a high level, and only the percent contribution of LEPs to the total error rates are given in this section. More information is given in the Appendix, such as the error rates and the parameters used to calculate them.
The SEU rates due to high-energy proton nuclear interactions were calculated using CREME-96 and the Weibull fits to the proton data presented previously. As shown in Fig. 2 and discussed in Section III, these data were caused by proton nuclear interactions at high energies, and by proton direct ionization at low energies. Although the boundary between these two regions is not well defined, this has little effect on the accuracy of the high-energy proton error rate calculation, since this rate mostly depends on the saturation cross section [4] , [33] .
The SEU rates due to LEPs were calculated using the method of [4] , which was summarized in Section III. The only parameter needed for these calculations is the maximum cross section caused by LEPs, for measurements performed at the worst-case angle. This maximum is easy to see for some of the circuits. For example, see Fig. 8 . For those circuits that showed little or no susceptibility to LEPs, a worst case LEP rate calculation was performed using cross sections that were assumed to be caused entirely by LEP effects. These cross sections are labeled with blue arrows in Figs. 4, 10, and 11. This assumption for these three circuits, along with using the worst-case angle for all of the circuits, cause the predicted LEP error rates to be conservatively high. Predictions were made for all the environments shown in Fig. 1 . For GEO solar min, the environments calculated using MRED were used instead of those calculated using UPROP, due to their higher fidelity and higher flux.
The SEU rates due to heavy ions were calculated using CREME-96 and Weibull fits to the data referenced in Table II . The thickness of every bulk Si sensitive volume was chosen as m. The thickness of every SOI sensitive volume was chosen as 60 nm, which is the silicon film thickness of the IBM 65 nm SOI process [34] . For every circuit, the length and width of the sensitive volumes was chosen to be the square root of the per-bit cross sections measured at MeV cm mg. This LET was chosen because few particles exist in space at higher LETs. Sensitive volume dimensions are sometimes chosen based on data at higher LETs, which result in higher predicted error rates. However, for this study the goal was not to be conservative with the heavy ion error rates, but with the percent contributions of LEPs to the total error rates, and these quantities are inversely proportional. Fig. 13 shows the predicted percent contributions of LEPs to the total SEU rates for all the results listed in Table II , and for eight space environments. Columns highlighted in yellow indicate that no heavy ion data are available, so the "total SEU rate" does not include SEUs from heavy ions. Therefore, the data points highlighted in yellow are upper limits, since the inclusion of heavy ions would only increase the "total SEU rate" and decrease the percent contribution of LEPs to that rate.
No clear trend is seen in Fig. 13 with scaling. Note that the results on the X-axis are sorted by technology node, in ascending order. Therefore, technology scaling does not necessarily increase the contribution of LEPs to the total SEU rate. Table II , and for eight different space environments. Columns highlighted in yellow indicate that no heavy ion data are available, so the "total SEU rate" does not include SEUs from heavy ions. Therefore, the data points highlighted in yellow are upper limits, since the inclusion of heavy ions would decrease the percent contribution of LEPs to the total SEU rate.
Across all circuits, the largest contributions of LEPs to the total error rates were seen for the GEO Worst Day solar flare environment behind only 100 mils Al. The LEP contributions for the other environments were much lower. The LEP contributions for the GEO solar min environments were always below 11%, even though the LEP fluxes predicted by MRED were used, which are much higher than those predicted by UPROP (see Fig. 1 ). This occurred because, for environments dominated by galactic cosmic rays, heavy ions dominate the total error rate. Therefore, lower-fidelity transport codes like CREME UPROP can be used to accurately calculate the total error rate.
The largest LEP contributions were seen for Result 3b. This is not surprising since a 45% undervoltage was used. Vanderbilt University plans to launch this 28 nm SRAM at this and other bias voltages on a CubeSat in 2016. Their mission is, in part, to measure the on-orbit error rates of circuits that are sensitive to LEPs. Therefore, on-orbit data may soon be available to test the accuracy of the error rates predicted for this circuit.
The other results were all gathered at biases within 10% of the nominal voltage, except for Result 1b, which used a 25% undervoltage, and Result 9, which used a 30% undervoltage. Fig. 13 shows that these two results have lower LEP contributions than those of several other circuits. Table III summarizes the maximum percent contribution of LEPs to the total SEU rates across all the results of Fig. 13 , ex- FIG. 13 cept for Result 3b, which used a 45% undervoltage. The largest contribution seen was 77%, for the GEO worst day environment behind 100 mils Al shielding. For the other seven environments, the maximum contributions ranged from 42% to 8%. This range of LEP contributions (77% to 8%) lies within the range of contributions found in previous studies, which are listed in Table I .
VII. HARDNESS ASSURANCE IMPLICATIONS
The strong LEP angular responses observed in this paper highlight the importance of performing SEU tests at the worstcase angle. For bulk Si circuits this is at or near normal incidence, as shown by Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 12. For SOI circuits this is at grazing angles, as shown by Fig. 2, Fig. 4 , and results for two other SOI SRAMs in [4] . Note that the worst-case angle may be different for MCUs or for SEUs in dual-node hardened circuits, since these upsets occur most easily when the charged particle traverses both sensitive nodes.
The largest LEP contribution to the total SEU rate found in this study was 91%. This means that LEPs increase the total SEU rate to up to 11 times as high as it would have been in the absence of LEPs. This contribution was found for Result 3b (see Fig. 13 ), which is a 28 nm SRAM at a 45% undervoltage in the Geo Worst Day environment behind only 100 mils Al. Therefore, this LEP contribution is considered to be an extreme upper limit, since this is a very highly scaled circuit at a severe undervoltage in an unusually harsh environment and behind unusually thin shielding. Table III shows that, when operating within 10% of nominal , the largest LEP contribution across all the circuits and environments is 77%. This means that LEPs increase the total SEU rate to up to 4.3 times as high as it would have been in the absence of LEPs. However, this factor of 4.3 is conservatively high for three reasons. First, it is driven by Result 4, for which no heavy ion data are available; if they were available then the predicted contribution of LEPs to the total error rate would be lower. Second, this factor is inflated since the error rates were calculated using data taken at the worst-case angle of incidence. And third, this factor was found for the unusually harsh and short-lived Geo Worst Day environment behind only 100 mils Al. Across the other seven environments the maximum contribution is 42%, meaning that LEPs less than double the total SEU rate. This suggests that, when operating within 10% of nominal , LEPs will less than double the total SEU rate for the vast majority of circuits and environments. Although these LEP contributions are significant, they are much smaller than some have feared. These concerns were justified, since LEP cross sections have been measured to be a few orders of magnitude higher than those measured with high-energy protons. However, even for circuits with large LEP cross sections, the contribution of LEPs to the total SEU rate might still be relatively small, in part because LEPs are only a small fraction of the total space environment. Protons with an energy of less than 1 MeV comprise less than 0.5% of all the protons for each of the shielded environments shown in Fig. 1 . The log-log scale used for differential flux plots such as that of Fig. 1 can obscure this relative scarcity. As an example, measurements on Circuit 9 of this study with monoenergetic protons in [17] show cross sections at low energies that are higher than those at high energies. However, Fig. 13 shows that LEPs will cause the total SEU rate to less than double for Circuit 9 across all environments considered.
These LEP contributions, while significant, are small relative to the uncertainty that is often present in SEU rate calculations. For example, the commonly used worst-case shielding approximation of 100 mils Al was shown to overestimate the SEU rate by for one example in [35] . Also, uncertainties in the environment, in the sensitive volume dimensions, and in numerous other factors can cause significant differences between predicted and actual error rates. These uncertainties are usually mitigated by erring on the side of caution and overpredicting the SEU rate.
These findings suggest that, rather than perform LEP tests on a routine basis, a better approach is to calculate the total SEU rate from high-energy protons and heavy ions, and then multiply it by a safety margin. If that SEU rate can be tolerated, then the findings of this paper suggest that it is justified to waive LEP tests. We recommend that a safety margin of be used, which was chosen by rounding up from the mentioned previously. At present, we recommend that this approach not be applied if any of the following conditions are met.
1) The circuit of interest is not made in a CMOS technology.
For example, the approach should not be applied to optocouplers, which have much larger sensitive volumes than have been investigated in this work.
2) The circuit is from a bulk Si technology node below 20 nm, the smallest examined in this study (see Table II ).
3) The circuit is from an SOI technology node below 45 nm, the smallest examined in this study (see Table II ). 4) The circuit is operated at an undervoltage that is more than 10% below nominal . Severe undervoltages were only sparsely investigated in this work, as shown in Table II. 5) The circuit/system has a low tolerance for single events that affect multiple adjacent circuit nodes. This study only investigated LEP contributions to the total SEU rate, not to the MCU rate. Low-energy protons have been shown to have unique MCU signatures [32] , for which the mechanisms must be better understood before the findings of this work can be applied. These unique MCU signatures suggest that LEPs might be able to upset circuits that use dual-node hardening schemes. 6) The circuit will be operated behind less than 100 mils Al shielding. Shielding this thin was not investigated in this study. However, Fig. 13 shows that LEP contributions increased as shielding thickness decreased from 500 to 100 mils, and this trend is expected to continue.
VIII. SUMMARY
Low-and high-energy proton tests were performed and error rates were predicted for many circuits from the 20 to 90 nm technology nodes. Every effort was made to predict on-orbit LEP error rates that are conservatively high. Even so, LEPs were found to contribute less to the total SEU rate than some have feared. Across all the environments and circuits considered and when operating within 10% of nominal , LEPs were found to increase the total SEU rate to up to 4.3 times as high as it would have been in the absence of LEPs. This contribution was for the unusually harsh Geo Worst Day solar flare environment, behind only 100 mils Al shielding. Across the other seven environments considered, LEPs were found to less than double the SEU error rate. These findings suggest that the best approach to account for LEP effects is to calculate the total SEU rate from high-energy protons and heavy ions, and then multiply it by a safety margin of 5. If that SEU rate can be tolerated then our findings suggest that it justified to waive LEP tests. This approach is not justified in certain situations, which have been described.
Trends were observed in the LEP angular responses of the circuits. Grazing angles were the worst case for the SOI circuits. The bulk Si circuits showed a complex dependence on the roll and tilt angles, with the worst-case angle being at or near normal incidence. These worst-case angles must be used for conservative LEP SEU rate predictions.
The transport model used by CREME-96, UPROP, is shown to underpredict the flux of LEPs by up to for certain environments dominated by galactic cosmic rays. Fortunately, LEPs are a negligible contributor to the total error rate in these environments, so this model can still be used for accurate calculations of the total SEU rate.
APPENDIX PARAMETERS USED FOR ERROR RATE PREDICTIONS
AND PREDICTED ERROR RATES The Weibull fit parameters and sensitive volume dimensions chosen will significantly affect the predicted error rates. Therefore, these values are given in Table IV .
While the primary objective of this paper is to predict the contribution of LEPs to the total error rate, the reader might also seek the raw predicted error rates. Therefore, these error rates are given in Table V. 
